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text. The events which are considered to be relevant for detecting
an emerging disease are annotated with additional information
(such as threat or severity level) and then aggregated to produce
signals. The signals are intended to be an early warning against
potential public health threats, and the epidemiologist uses them
to assess a risk; or corroborate and verify the information locally
and with international agencies.

ABSTRACT
Disease surveillance systems exist to offer an easily accessible
"epidemiological snapshot" on up-to-date summary statistics for
numerous infectious diseases. However, these indicator-based
systems represent only part of the solution. Experiences show that
they fail when confronted with agents that are new emerging like
the agents causing the lung disease SARS in 2002. Further, due to
slow reporting mechanisms, the time until health threats become
visible to public health officials can be long. The M-Eco project
provides an event-based approach to the early detection of
emerging health threats. The developed technologies exploit
content from social media and multimedia data as input and
analyze it by sophisticated event-detection techniques to identify
potential threats. Alerts for public health threats are provided to
the user in a personalized way.

In such a scenario, the diversity of the sources plays an important
role in the intelligence gathering process. Online news are already
under monitoring by disease surveillance systems such as
MedISys [2]. Other present-day systems use news and outbreak
reports as sources of information to support intelligence gathering
(GPHIN, ProMED-Mail [3]).
Medicine 2.0, social medical blogs and other forms of user
generated content can be seen as an additional source – but
remained so far unconsidered in surveillance systems. However,
these sources are of significance, since those who experience as
well as treat disease first hand, describe their experiences in blogs
and other forms of social media. Thus, this information could
provide early indications of potential health threats or additional
information. The M-Eco project is intended to provide
technologies that enable exploiting social and multimedia data for
disease surveillance purposes.
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There are several open issues and challenges to address when
considering this data for disease surveillance. Huge amounts of
data need to be processed; relevant pieces of information need to
be carefully selected; natural language needs to be interpreted
even if it is common language. These challenges are addressed
within M-Eco.
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1. BACKGROUND
Many factors in today’s changing societies contribute towards the
continuous emergence of infectious diseases. In 2009, in the
Federal Republic of Germany alone, approximately 400,000 cases
of infectious diseases have been reported; 420 public health
departments were engaged in collecting the corresponding data
and processing the reports. Systems such as SurfStat [1], provided
by the Robert-Koch-Institute, the national health organization in
Germany, exist to offer an easily accessible "epidemiological
snapshot" on up-to-date summary statistics for numerous
infectious diseases. However, these indicator-based systems
represent only part of the solution. Experiences show that they
fail when confronted with agents that are new emerging like the
agents causing the lung disease SARS in 2002. Further, due to
slow reporting mechanisms, the time until health threats become
visible to public health officials can be long.

2. M-Eco INNOVATIONS
M-Eco targets at complementing traditional surveillance systems
with additional approaches for the early detection of emerging
threats. It addresses limitations of current systems for Epidemic
Intelligence by





In response, Epidemic Intelligence (EI) has emerged as a type of
intelligence gathering which aims to detect events of interest to
the public health, from the unstructured text of news and outbreak
reports. More specifically, event-based surveillance systems use
additional sources of information and are intended to improve the
early detection of potential health threats.

Exploiting
more
sophisticated
event-detection
technologies (unsupervised and supervised methods),
Monitoring additional resources (Web 2.0 data,
multimedia),
Enabling access to additional information related to
disease outbreaks collected from multiple sources, and
Personalizing and filtering results.

All technology developed in the project are designed as
processing services that could be included in existing surveillance
systems. These services are expected to improve epidemic
intelligence including intelligent and adaptable interfaces for data
output, visualization, navigation and decision support. The
technology development focuses on the processing of two
languages: German and English and on infectious diseases.
Within the project, integration with MediSys [2] and SurfStat [1]
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Eco System discovers that for certain term combinations related
to legionnaires' disease this threshold is crossed and generates a
signal which is distributed to all subscribers to the respective
channel. Signals and related documents are presented in an
intuitive and accessible way: tag clouds provide a quick overview
of the occurrence of matching events and frequency. An event
summary template provides an overview of relevant information.

will be realized. Further, the M-Eco Portal will integrate all
services developed.
The assumption behind the project is that through social and
multimedia channels information on potential health threats can
be detected earlier. This hypothesis will be studied. It will be
assessed to what extend social media data can contribute to the
early detection of public health threats.

4. M-Eco ARCHITECTURE
The M-Eco system comprises four major components that realize
the individual processing steps (Fig. 1):

Content collection and preprocessing,

Event detection,

Signal generation,

Recommendation and user modeling.
The components interact via web services. Collected (textual)
content and processing results are stored in a database. Figure 2
shows the information flow between the single components. For
simplification reasons, the database accesses are not shown in the
diagram. Knowing the user interest specified in a signal definition
provided by a user, the system continuously monitors the
incoming text and data streams for relevant events. Once patterns
of interest are identified, appropriate services for pattern analysis
and interpretation are triggered and an alert is produced. The
single components will be described in the following.
The Content collection component collects continuously data
from various sources including TV, radio, online news, blogs and
Twitter. TV and radio data is collected via satellite and
transcribed by the SAIL Media Mining System1. Medical blog
data includes MedWorm2 listed blogs, manually selected blogs
and forums collected through corresponding APIs (e.g., Twitter).
Online news data collected by the MedISys system is integrated
into the M-Eco data collection as well.
The Document analysis component filters and pre-processes the
collected (textual) data before making it available for the event
detection component. Pre-processing includes filtering of
irrelevant data, recognition of mentions of disease names and
symptoms, locations, time etc. The latter is realized by
OpenCalais3. The documents are analysed linguistically by
Minipar4. As a result, a set of documents annotated with named
entities and linguistic structures is produced. These tagged
documents are indexed through MG4J 5(Managing Gigabytes for
Java) which is a free full-text search engine for large document
sets and made available via web services.
The Event detection and signal generation component exploits the
tagged documents to identify patterns of interest and to produce
signals. It works in two modes: The unsupervised event detection
(introduced in [5]) groups documents into clusters by a
retrospective event detection algorithm. These clusters are
interpreted as signals and exploited by the recommendation
component (see below). The supervised event detection considers
the signal definition entered by the user. Given this information,
it first retrieves data from the data repository that is relevant for

Figure 1: M-Eco services and interactions

3. SCENARIO AND USERS
The users of the M-Eco system will be epidemiologists, public
health officials or decision makers. Representatives of health
organizations are supporting M-Eco in its requirement analysis
and evaluation (e.g. Robert Koch-Institut (Germany), World
Health Organization, European Centre for Disease Prevention and
Control).
The M-Eco scenario focuses on creating user-defined signal
searches. The user has to specify a signal search, i.e. he selects
symptoms or disease names together with a location or time span
in which he is interested. Given such signal definition, the system
shows related alerts.
M-Eco Signal Search Scenario
Dieter is an epidemiologist working at the Robert Koch Institute,
the national institute in charge of surveillance of infectious
diseases. Recent monitoring of basic indicator-based surveillance
with the institute’s SurvNet system has brought attention to a
potential outbreak of Legionnaires ‘disease, a respiratory disease
common during winter, near Aachen, Germany. The user now
wishes to compare this finding with other possible co-occurring
events, and turns to the M-Eco platform for support.
He is creating a M-Eco signal search, specifying diseases,
symptoms of his monitoring interest together with a location or
time span in which he is interested. More specifically, he enters
for diseases the keywords: “legionellosis,” “respiratory,”
“pneumonia.”. Under symptoms, he specifies: “bloody sputum,”
“ILI,” “runny nose,” “sore throat” and “cough.”. He restricts the
time period to “December-March” and the location to “North
Rhine-Westphalia (NRW)” and “Netherlands.” He also enters his
requested sources as being media articles, and sets the alert level
to high, but is also interested in sources from blogs and Twitter
and marks these as having a low alert level.
As a daily routine the M-Eco system checks its indexed
blogs, audio transcripts and other data tracking and detecting
topics, locations, and diseases that have been extracted. The M-
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experience or from someone else's point of view (e.g. news feeds
on Twitter, documents created by an institution).

the specified information need. The system then identifies
segments (e.g., sentences, paragraphs) in the relevant documents
by means of a supervised machine learning algorithm (see [6] for
details). This information is then exploited by standard statistical
algorithms for biosurveillance (e.g. CUSUM, Farrington [7]) to
produce signals as alerts for health officials.
The Recommendation component gets as input the document
clusters or the calculated signals and either selects those that are
of interest for the user according to his profile or ranks the signals
and associated texts appropriately. This component requires the
user profile that consists of information on a specified signal
definition as well as user feedback from previous searches and
user interactions. The ranking of signals in the result presentation
is adapted to the user interest and irrelevant signals can be filtered
out. The produced signals are presented in the user interface.
The user interface allows a user to specify his interest in terms of
a signal definition. It collects information on disease names or
symptoms, locations to be considered by the surveillance system.
Further, the generated signals and related information on
indicators and the information source are presented to the user
(see Fig. 3). Users are enabled to browse through the results.
Various visualization methods are applied to present the results in
an easy understandable way (e.g., as word clouds, in maps or
graphs). Further, the user is enabled to provide feedback to the
results in terms of ratings and tags.

This experiment involves the comparison of the classifier against
the human annotation (gold standard). 4,000 documents in
English and 500 documents in German have been labeled for
training the classifier. For testing, 1,000 annotated documents in
English and 200 documents in German are available. Precision
and recall of the relevance classifier has been calculated. The
results of the experiment are stated in the following table 1.
Table 1: Results of relevance classification
Precision Recall

F-Measure (F1)

English Tweets

83.3%

74.4%

78.59%

German Tweets

83%

46%

59.2%

As can be seen from the Table 1, the English classifier performs
substantially better, which is due to the fact that the English
classifier was trained on a larger set of documents. From the
experiment also follows that the ratio between relevant and
irrelevant documents is about 3:7. Only about 30% of all
documents is considered as relevant.

Figure 3: Screenshot of the M-Eco System

5.2 Personalized Recommendation of Signals
Another evaluation was performed to study the usefulness of the
recommendation component. The recommendation algorithm
infers the user preferences from his set of defined rules [8]. In the
evaluation, the participants indicate whether the system-made
recommendations match their interest in the H1N1 virus.
The data set mainly consisted of signals related to mentions of the
H1N1 virus, but we did add sparse signals on two other diseases,
E. Coli and the common flu. In total, we had 138 signals and 419
documents belonging to one of the signals in the test set. In this
scenario, we wanted to test, in general, how the recommendation
component would perform and, more specifically, whether it
would filter out E. Coli, recommending mostly those related to
H1N1 for the users who set their signal definitions to this disease
and some related to the common flu.
Users were requested to specify a signal definition of their interest
which was used to generate personalized recommendations to
them. The five participants were asked to evaluate the
recommendations according to relevance, correctness and
representativeness.
Results showed that the recommendations were relevant for the
five users who did set up at least one of their signal definitions to

Figure 2: Information flow in the M-Eco System

5. RESULTS
The first prototype of integrated M-Eco components is running,
producing signals from online news, Twitter and blogs (see Fig.
3). Single components have been evaluated already. Some of the
results are presented in the following. Further, a user assessment
studied the relevance of social media data for disease
surveillance. Results will be described in this section.

5.1 Relevance Classification
Given the huge amount of information available in the Web, it is a
crucial step within the document analysis component to filter out
irrelevant texts. For this purpose, a relevance classifier has been
developed that exploits machine learning technology. In an
experiment the accuracy of relevance classification for tweets has
been evaluated. In this experiment, a potentially relevant
document is a document mentioning an infection by some disease
(or its symptom) stated in a manually created list of diseases and
symptoms. The infection can be described from one's own
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We conclude, while a faster signal may not be generated, in the
absence of indicator‐based surveillance, event‐based surveillance
of news and social media can provide a trigger to a relevant
outbreak signal. Social media was also used for information
exchange about the event, creating more information and more
noise, and potentially amplifying possible signals for monitoring
purposes.

H1N1, but practically irrelevant to the other three users. This
confirmed our expectation, given the dataset focused on H1N1
that the recommendation component would filter out
recommendations of other, non-related, diseases. Users that did
set up signal definitions to H1N1 also gave high grades to the
correctness of the recommended signals and to the
representativeness of their respective recommended documents.
Table 2 summarizes the results.
The participants considered the recommendations satisfactory but
highlighted a number of improvements. Overall, the users would
like to have more control over the recommendations received. In
that sense, they suggested to provide more information regarding
the reasons why the recommendations were generated and more
options to assess them.

6. CURRENT STATE AND CONCLUSIONS
The M-Eco project enhances the capabilities for disease
surveillance by technologies that allow monitoring of social and
multi media data. First evaluations show the usefulness of social
media data for monitoring purposes. A prototype system is
running already that could be demonstrated during the WWW
2012 European projects track. The system components are
currently improved and evaluated.

Table 2: Summary of the results in terms of precision and
mean of correctness and representativeness for the ratings
given to recommendations matching H1N1 and non-H1N1
signal definitions
Measure
Precision
Correctness
Representativeness

H1N1
0.81
3.25
3.37
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Non-H1N1
0.27
1.53
1.33

5.3 Social Media Relevance
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